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SPOTLIGHT: FRENCH ELECTIONS
Market-friendly results allow markets to re-focus on earnings

The apparent victories by Emmanuel Macron and Marine Le Pen in the first round of the French presidential
elections should bring relief to markets and allow them to focus on the ongoing strength in the underlying
European economy. With markets opening strongly following the result, we believe a strong earnings
season will be key to a sustained rally in Eurozone equities. Eurozone banks appear well positioned to gain
further, having most aggressively priced increased risks of Eurozone fragmentation.
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As pre-election polls had suggested, Emmanuel
Macron and Marine Le Pen appear to have
qualified for the second round of French presidential
elections on May 7

Inflows into European equities were rising going into the French
elections
Equity ﬂows, $bn
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Following the June National Assembly elections, risks
are rising that the ECB will begin to pivot towards a
more neutral policy stance
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This market friendly result should allow markets to
focus on the impressive growth trajectory of Eurozone
economies year-to-date
Valuations in Eurozone equities appear fair relative
to their US counterparts though Eurozone banks
should continue to benefit from attractive valuations,
economic recovery and the prospect of a steepening
Eurozone yield curve
The recent strength in EURUSD may prove only
transitory as interest rate differentials and positioning
are unsupportive

Eurozone economies show continued strength moving
into 2Q2017
The first round of the French presidential elections delivered
an outcome close to both pre-election polls and market
expectations, reversing the trends seen during the BREXIT
referendum and the US presidential election in 2016.
This, combined with polls for the second round suggesting a
wide lead for market-friendly Emmanuel Macron, should allow
markets to focus on the ongoing economic strength seen
across the single-currency area in 2017.
Indeed, while US and UK economic data has shown signs
of stabilising in recent weeks, data across the Eurozone
suggests an economy that continues to accelerate. April
purchasing manager surveys indicate little impact from
electoral ‘uncertainty’ surrounding French elections among
the continent’s corporates. Instead, the Eurozone economy
is showing signs of ongoing acceleration in both the
manufacturing and services sectors.

It has been this economic strength that has reversed the
caution that many investors (including ourselves) began 2017
with. This was reflected in strong inflows seen into European
equities in recent weeks, even ahead of the results of the first
round of French elections.
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Although we believe that further flows into European equities
are likely in the weeks ahead, investor surveys indicate that
overweight positions in European equities are already nearing
multi-year highs. In contrast, investors are holding the largest
underweight positions in US equities since 2007.
Therefore, from a flow and positioning perspective, some
caution may be warranted especially given the relief rally
following the French election.
Earnings upgrades are the necessary follow through to
sustain the post-election rally in Eurozone equities
However, as with post-election markets in the United States
following the presidential elections, we encourage investors to
focus on the economic growth backdrop and the outlook for
earnings on the continent looking forward.
Over the year-to-date, Eurozone equities have seen a
consistent rise in earnings expectations in contrast to the
weakening of expectations in the US. However, given the
6% rise in equities in the single currency area even before
the post-election rally, the sustainability of the YTD rally will
increasingly rely on further upgrades to current earnings
expectations.

Rising Eurozone earnings expectations need to accelerate
further
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Inflows into European equities were rising going into the
French elections
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Given the strong economic growth that has continued into
the 2nd quarter, we expect the upcoming earnings season
to deliver some surprises. Despite comparatively weaker
growth trends in the United States, the US earnings season
has already shown 75% of reporting companies beating
expectations by an average of 6%, ahead of the 71% and 4%
averages seen in earlier quarters.
Moreover, with Eurozone banks having lagged behind going
into the French elections, we added positions in March given
the attractive valuations on offer and the prospect of earnings
upgrades, especially as the ECB pivots towards more neutral
policies looking ahead.
Waning political uncertainty and ongoing economic
strength may result in a change in ECB policy

This may begin as early as the summer via a shift in its
communications strategy followed by communication of a
‘tapering’ of its quantitative easing programme later in 2017.
Although such a move should be supportive for the singlecurrency, we believe the year-to-date strength, especially
against the US dollar appears likely to overprice the pace
of tapering on the part of the ECB whilst underpricing the
potential for further tightening from the US Federal Reserve in
the months ahead.
As a result, we fear the post-election strength in EURUSD
may prove to be only transitory. Indeed, with wide interest rate
differentials between German and US rates and with previous
short positions in EURUSD already substantially closed, we
believe headwinds are now growing against further sustained
strength in EURUSD.

With uncertainty surrounding the French elections beginning
to dissipate and in light of the ongoing strength in the
Eurozone economy, we believe that the risk is rising of the
European Central Bank beginning to pivot its accommodative
policy stance to a more neutral position.
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Disclaimer
This document is furnished for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to enter into any type of financial transaction or
to conclude any type of mandate with Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA or any entity of the Group (hereinafter «UBP»). This document does not constitute in any
manner an offer of securities, forex transactions, insurance solutions or pension plans. Although all efforts were undertaken to provide accurate and updated
information, the content of this document is provided without express or implied warranties or representations of any kind and no liability is accepted. It does not
qualify and has not to be considered as investment, legal or tax advice.
This document reflects the opinion of UBP as at the date of issue. It is not the result of financial analysis or research and is therefore not subject to legal
requirements regarding the independence of financial research. It is not intended for distribution, publication, or use in any jurisdiction where such distribution,
publication, or use would be unlawful, nor is it directed to any person or entity to which it would be unlawful to direct such a document.
The information and analysis contained herein have been based on sources believed to be reliable. However, UBP does not guarantee their timeliness, accuracy,
or completeness, nor does it accept any liability for any loss or damage resulting from their use. All information and opinions, as well as any price indicated, are
subject to change without notice. UBP shall not bear any obligation or duty of surveillance, warning or continuing monitoring of the situation described in the
present document. Past performance and/or financial market scenarios are no guarantee for current or future returns and the client may consequently get back
less than originally invested. In addition, the performance for the client may be reduced by commissions, fees and/or other charges.
The opinions herein do not take into account individual clients’ circumstances, objectives, or needs. UBP makes no representation as to the suitability or
appropriateness of the described investment products or services for any particular client, nor as to their future performance. Each client must make his own
independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein. Before entering into any transaction, each client is urged to consider the
suitability of the transaction in relation to his particular circumstances and to independently review, with professional advisors, the specific risks incurred, including
without limitation at the financial, regulatory, legal, accounting and tax levels.
The investments mentioned herein may be subject to risks that are difficult to quantify and to integrate into the valuation of investments. Generally speaking,
products with a high degree of risk, such as derivatives, structured products or alternative/non-traditional investments (such as hedge funds, private equity, real
estate funds, etc.) are suitable only for sophisticated investors who are capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. The client may be exposed to
currency risk, because a product or an underlying investment of a product is denominated in a currency other than that of the country in which the client is resident.
The investments are exposed to currency fluctuations and may increase or decrease in value. Upon request, UBP is available to provide more information to
clients on risks associated with specific investments.
This document is confidential and is intended only for the use of the person to whom it was delivered. This document may not be reproduced (in whole or in part)
or delivered to any other person without the prior written approval of UBP.
Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA).
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